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Documenting the fiber optic cable plant is a necessary part of the design and
installation process for the fiber optic network. Documenting the installation
properly as part of the planning process can save time and material in the instal-
lation and allow better planning for upgrading. During installation, it will speed
the cable pulling and installation since the routing and terminations are already
documented. After installation, the documentation can be completed with test
data for acceptance by the end user. If equipment is repositioned on a network, as
is always the case, proper documentation will allow easier rerouting to the proper
end points. And during troubleshooting, proper documentation is mandatory for
tracing links and finding faults.

The documentation process for fiber optics, however, is different from that
of most copper cable installations. Where a copper cable of Cat 3 or 5 type is gen-
erally used to connect a single link, fiber optic cables—especially backbone
cables—may contain many fibers connecting a number of different links that may
not even be going to the same place. Furthermore, copper cable may be tested
only for continuity while loss data will be required for most fiber optic cable
plants.
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The fiber optic cable plant, therefore, must be documented as to the path of
every fiber, connection, and test. Data that should be kept include the following:

Cable: manufacturer, type, length
Splice and termination points (at distance markers)
Fiber: fiber type and size, splice and connection data, losses
Connections: types (splice or connectors and types), fibers connected, losses
Paths: where the link path goes in every cable

Most of this data can be kept in a database that stores component, connec-
tion, and test data. Long links may also have OTDR data that can be stored as
printouts or in special file formats for later viewing in case of problems. If the
OTDR data is stored digitally, a database of data files should be kept to allow
finding specific OTDR traces more easily.

CABLE PLANT RECORD KEEPING

Good cable plant record keeping can be used for many purposes.

Designing the Cable Plant

By starting with a simple graphic package showing the spatial relationship of the
interconnections, you can design the layout of the entire cable plant; assign cable,
fiber, and patch panel designations; and provide reports for each of the compo-
nents and quantity used. For every cable you should specify the type of cable,
installation method, number of fibers, types of fibers, and the length of the run.

Bidding the Installation Job

Good records and reports will give you all the information you need for estimat-
ing the total material content of the job and the length of cable runs. Individual
cable reports will give you the details on special requirements for installation
(direct burial, aerial, conduit, and so on) to help price labor costs and the total job.

Installing the Cable Plant

Records should provide the information you need to send materials to the proper
location, determine what needs to be installed where, and make the proper
interconnections. Patch panel printouts can be left taped inside the panel covers
to provide local documentation of proper connections for checking during
troubleshooting.

Testing the Cable Plant

After the cable plant is installed, keep test data on each individual fiber run. You
can test any link or end-to-end loss and store it as a permanent record associated
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with that fiber link. You can compare the data if you retest at a later date or have
problems requiring troubleshooting or restoration. Note how the test was per-
formed and what instruments were used. Use a power meter and source to get
accurate end to end loss data and only use an OTDR if you need to verify splice
loss (requiring bidirectional OTDR measurements) or to insure no bending losses
were induced during installation.

Troubleshooting Cable Plant Problems

A well-documented cable plant will be much easier to troubleshoot. The docu-
mentation will tell you where cables go, what they are connected to, and how far
they run between points, making problem areas easier to find. Test data will indi-
cate any degradation over time that needs to be addressed.

Documenting the Cable Plant for Customer Acceptance

Most customers require documentation of the cable plant before acceptance.
Good record keeping from the beginning, including all the data on the cable plant
and final testing, will require only a copy as a report to the customer for accep-
tance. If customers wish to maintain their own cable plants, they can use the same
data for future reference.

THE DOCUMENTATION PROCESS

Before you start entering data, you should have a basic layout for the network
completed. A sketch may work for a small building network but a large campus
or metropolitan network will probably need a complex computer-aided design
(CAD) layout. The best way to set up the preliminary data is to use a facility
drawing showing the locations of all cables and connection points. Identify all 
the cables and closets/panels and then you are ready to transfer this data to a
database.

You must know where all the cables go in the network and what every fiber
will be connected to. You should know the specifications on every cable and
fiber: what types of fiber are being used, how many fibers, cable construction
type, estimated length, and installation technique (buried, aerial, plenum, riser,
etc.)

It will help to know what types of panels and closet hardware are being used,
and what end equipment (if any) is to be connected. If you are installing a big
campus cable plant with many dark (unused) fibers, some will probably be left
open at the panels, and that must be documented also. When designing a net-
work, it is a very good idea to have spare fibers and interconnection points in
panels for future expansion, rerouting for repair, or moving network equipment
(Figure 13-1).
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Figure 13-1 Sample of a cable report format.
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05/19/2000 Cable List Detailed Report page 1

Cable ID: C001 Length: 1130 m Fibers: 8

Type: MM 62.5 Mfg: NLC Color: Orange

Notes: Pulled through 4 in PVC duct in steam line tunnels to Library.

8 fibers, 900 um buffer, color coded.

Cost Estimates:

Cable ____________________________________________________

Installation ________________________________________________

Termination _______________________________________________

(if included with cable)

Panel A * Fiber ID * Notes Panel B

ADM01-01-0001 C001-0001 red SCA01-01

ADM01-01-0002 C001-0002 orange SCA01-02

ADM01-01-0003 C001-0003 yellow SCA01-03

ADM01-01-0004 C001-0004 blue SCA01-04

ADM01-01-0005 C001-0005 green SCA01-05

ADM01-01-0006 C001-0006 violet SCA01-06

ADM01-01-0007 C001-0007 black SCA01-07

ADM01-01-0008 C001-0008 white SCA01-08

PROTECTING RECORDS

Cable plant documentation records are very important. Keep several backup
copies of each document, whether it is stored in a computer or on paper, in dif-
ferent locations. In fact, keep several copies on disks and on paper in different
physical locations in case of disasters. If a copy is presented to the customer, the
installer should maintain his or her own records for future projects. Access to
modify records may be restricted using passwords if one wishes to stop unautho-
rized changes to the documentation.



REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What data should be included with the documentation?
a. ________________
b. ________________
c. ________________
d. ________________
e. ________________

2. The first step in documenting a cable plant is _____________
a. a database.
b. a sketch.
c. test data.
d. OTDR traces.
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